Full turnkey industrial installation

The project was the result of extremely bad flood damage, and the client was under pressure to return its existing damaged facility to operational QC, Analytical, and Research laboratories. InterFocus produced detailed new layout plans and an extensive programme for the client, to ensure minimum disruption to the running of the clients manufacturing facility.

On a rolling programme, the existing flood damaged fixtures and fittings were removed, and the relevant Mechanical and Electrical services made safe.

Each laboratory area then required.

- Wall partitions stripped and made good, and replaced where necessary
- New Suspended ceiling and lighting were installed.
- The complete area re-decorated.
- Existing floors were stripped, re-levelled, and ceramic tiles installed.
- New Laboratory Furniture, Fume Cupboards and extraction ducting systems were manufactured and installed.
- All new Mechanical & Electrical Installation.
- Completely new Air Conditioning and make up air systems were installed by InterFocus.